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The Surface Force Apparatus developed in this Department has proved useful for the

measurement of colloidal forces between transparent surfaces in liquids and gases at surface

separations of 1 nm up to 500 nm. The distance between the surfaces is measured by the

interferometry of white light, and the force is measured from the movement of one of the

surfaces that is attached to a cantilever spring which deflects under the influence of the force.

Recently three new developments of technique have been applied to this instrument. The first is

the magnetic force transducer [1] Tri which a force is applied externally to the cantilever, to

which a small magnet is attached, by means of an electric current flowing in coils outside the

apparatus. The second is to use a bimorph to measure the deflection of the cantilever. A

bimorph is made of two thin sheets of piezoelectric ceramic fastened together with electrodes on

their faces. When the bimorph is bent, one side expands and the other contracts; if the two

halves of the bimorph are electrically polarised in opposite directions the resulting piezoelectric

voltages add together to give an output voltage that is proportional to the deflection of the

bimorph and hence to the force on it. The third development has been to connect the magnetic

force transducer and the bimorph together in a feedback loop to control the position of the

moving surface to have nominally zero displacement [2].

In a previous paper [2] an analysis has been given of the high frequency behaviour of such a

system, which determines its dynamical stability. In the present work an analysis is made of

the effect of the errors introduced at a longer time scale by bimorph drift and decay upon

accuracy of measurement. For direct measurements the errors will be small provided that the

time constant of the bimorph, given by the product of its capacitance and amplifier input

impedance, is much larger than the total time of measurement. With the force-feedback

technique the errors will be negligible provided that, in addition the integrator time constant is

much smaller than the bimorph time constant, a condition easily satisfied. In is important to use

an amplifier with a very high input impedance to buffer bimorphs used for this type of

measurement.
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